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Per

Jacobsson

Tihe death of Per Jacobsson is a
grievous blow to all who ever had
occasion to work with him in the

various international organisations.
I lis warm manner and personality
could not fail to impress. He had
the gift of making direct contact
with his listeners, and of inspiring
confidence by his vitality and funda¬
mental optimism.

Per Jacobsson was a great inter¬
national servant. His valuable ser¬

vices were for many years at the
disposal of the Bank for Internatio¬
nal Settlements. The International

Monetary Fund's activities were con¬

siderably expanded when he was
elected and he made a major contri¬
bution to the progress of interna¬
tional monetary affairs in recent
years.

The high offices held by Per Ja¬
cobsson were closely connected with
the history and development of our
own Organisation. While he was

still at Basle, at the time when the
European Payments Union was being
formed and the difficulties encounte¬

red by certain Member countries
threatened to jeopardise the success
of the O.E.E.C., he was one of the

experts called in by the Organisation.
As head of the International Mone¬

tary Fund, he did much to maintain
that close co-operation with the
O.E.E.C. and later with the O.E.C.D.

which has been evident on so many
occasions : several of our Member

countries in difficult circumstances

have received the combined assis¬

tance of the two institutions.

He honoured us by attending out¬
last Ministerial Council meeting at
which he again affirmed his confi¬
dence in the economic and monetary

co-operation of the western world.

Jean Cottier,
Deputy Secretary-General

of the O.E.C.D

Per Jacobsson at the O.H.C.D. Minis¬
terial Meeting held at the Chateau de la
Muette on zjth 'November 1962.
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This article was contributed by

E.C. PARSONS

Head of the Economic Development Division
of the O.E.C.D. Development Department

Lajor interest in the foreign aid field over recent
years has naturally enough focussed on increasing
the amounts of assistance provided by the developed
to the less-developed countries. The needs of the
latter for foreign capital both for productive invest¬
ments and for social and economic infrastructure -

are large and growing. And the relative efforts made
by the developed countries to meet those needs have
tended to be measured in terms of the volume of

assistance which they have provided. Progress in
providing more aid has, in fact, been very marked.
The O.E.C.D. 's Development Assistance Committee (1)
which brings together the main providers of develop¬
ment aid outside the Sino-Soviet bloc, was able to
report an increase of some 75 per cent in the value
of bilateral assistance between 1956 and 1961, including
a rise of no less than 23 per cent in 1960-61 alone.

Yet many observers are becoming increasingly
concerned about the terms on which this aid is being
provided. There are some doubts whether many less-
developed countries can continue to absorb increasing
amounts of external capital on the present terms
without running into serious difficulties in meeting the
debt obligations which they thus incur. During the
past months, the D.A.C. has been examining what
steps can be taken by its Members to deal with this
problem.

M_ he D.A.C. has, from its inception, been well aware
of the close relationship between the volume of aid
and the terms on which it is provided. The corner¬
stone of its work, the Resolution on the Common Aid

Effort adopted in March, 1961, called not only for an
expansion of the flow of resources to the less-developed
countries and an improvement in the effectiveness of
development assistance, but also for the provision of
increased assistance in the form of grants or loans on
favourable conditions. The Report by the Chairman
of the D.A.C. published in September, 1962 (2) recom-

(1) The Members of the D.A.C. are : Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom, the United States and
the Commission of the E.E.C.

(2) "Development Assistance Efforts and Policies in 1961 ",
O.E.C.D.



mended that " in determining the financial terms of
aid, attention should be given to the overall needs and
circumstances of the recipient country, while recog¬
nising that no one form of aid has an inherent supe¬
riority ".

This question is often posed in terms of the pro¬
vision of " hard " or " soft " aid. In fact, there is a

wide variety of financial terms attached to the funds
made available to the less-developed countries - - all
the way from outright grants, through long-term loans
on concessionary terms, to straightforward credits on
commercial terms. It is difficult to draw a sharp

dividing line between these various types of operations.
Moreover, a lender may regard a loan as " soft " in
the sense that it may be provided on easier terms
than those on which he is himself able to borrow;

but the same loan might be regarded as " hard "
from the point of view of the borrower in that it invol¬
ved the payment of substantial amounts of interest
and had to be repaid in a shorter period of time than
he could conveniently manage. It is perhaps more
useful to look at the nature of the problem and then
to consider what may be done to deal with it.

J_t is not easy to determine precisely the extent of
the debt servicing obligations of the less-developed
countries. Consideration of this problem should in
any case bring in a variety of factors, political as well
as economic, which bear on the capacity of a country
to undertake new debt obligations. But in broad
terms it has been estimated that, for less-developed
countries as a group, the volume of external public
debt (and the annual servicing on this debt by way of
interest and repayment of principal) has more than
doubled in the period 1955 to 1961. Particular coun¬
tries have of course been more affected than others.

It is known, in any case, that an increasing number
of them are entering a period where the annual pay¬
ments in respect of debt servicing are likely to absorb
a rather high proportion (sometimes substantially more
than 10 per cent) of their export earnings. Other
countries still have a relatively sound external position,
with substantial foreign currency reserves, and a level
of debt servicing which is not excessive in relation to
their export earnings. These countries are well able to
undertake any necessary external borrowing of public

funds on more or less commercial terms or, indeed, to
meet their capital requirements by attracting foreign
private capital.

I t is quite normal that countries undertaking a
vigorous development programme should increase the
amount of their external indebtedness. This has

happened with many countries in the early stages of
their development. But a disturbing feature of the
present situation is that in many cases much of the
debt falls due for repayment in a relatively short period
and carries rather substantial interest rates. If the

economic development resulting from the inflow of
foreign capital is of a character which makes it pos¬
sible to produce additional exports quickly or save
imports, it should be possible to earn foreign cur¬
rencies needed for the debt-service payments. The
difficulty is that many of the new investments are
rather slow yielding and debt servicing falls due before
additional foreign currencies can be earned or saved.

Some less-developed countries also run into difficult
budget problems as a result of the large sums which
have to be found each year for servicing their debts.
Governments of these countries find it particularly
difficult to squeeze back already low levels of consumption
in order to provide resources for debt servicing in
addition to new capital investments.

There is a special problem connected with suppliers'
credits, which are provided to finance exports from the
developed countries. These credits, which carry com¬
mercial rates of interest, usually involve repayment in
from one to five years (sometimes more than five years
for certain types of capital equipment, such as air¬
craft). Their servicing is therefore a rather heavy
burden, and information collected from D.A.C. Mem¬

bers shows that they have been increasing steadily in
amount. Suppliers' credits do, indeed, fulfil an essen¬
tial function in enabling the less-developed countries
to obtain needed imports of equipment and capital
goods without paying cash. But there is some evi¬

dence that they have been used to finance projects
which ought to have been financed over much longer
periods and on easier terms. There is an obvious
temptation for a borrowing country unable to obtain
public loans on favourable terms to turn to the more
easily obtainable suppliers' credits, rather than to
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cancel a project or defer it until easier terms can be
obtained. But if this process goes too far, the debt-
servicing burden may become impossibly heavy and
may result in a request for a re-negotiation or consoli¬
dation of external debts generally.

J.n considering what can be done to ease the problem
of debt servicing, it should be noted that the D.A.C.
countries have already gone quite a long way in pro¬
viding official capital on favourable terms. In the
first place, 60 per cent of the bilateral flows in 1961
(the latest year for which information is at present
available) was in the form of grants and grantlike
contributions; these grantlike contributions included
substantial funds made available by the United States
in the form of loans repayable in the recipients' cur¬
rencies and of transfer of resources through sales of
surplus agricultural commodities (under U.S. Public
Law 480) against payment in recipients' currencies.
Second, so far as the loan element is concerned, D.A.C.

figures show that their maturities (periods of repayment)
have been lengthening over recent years; thus, in 1961,
about one-fifth of all bilateral loans were for maturities

of more than 30 years (only a few years ago the pro¬
portion of such loans was negligible) and there has
been a further rise in 1962. Many countries are now
extending loans with substantial grace periods before
repayment of principal begins. And the proportion
of loans provided at lower than commercial rates of
interest has also been rising.

In addition, the less-developed countries are now
receiving capital assistance from international institu¬
tions on easy terms. The major innovation here has
been the setting up of the International Development
Association, which provides very long-term loans with
a ten-year grace period and only a small servicing
charge; the I.D.A. supplements the normal activities of

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop¬

ment whose loans are usually restricted to maturities of
not more than twenty-five years and carry a rate of
interest based on that at which the Bank itself can

borrow.

But there is still scope for a further easing in the
terms of lending and, if the " burden " of aid is to be
shared more evenly, further efforts in this direction arc
essential. Some countries (notably Belgium, Canada,
France and the Netherlands) already extend practically
all of their aid in the form of grants and grantlike
contributions. The United States provides the major
part of its aid in this form. The United Kingdom
provides about half of its aid in grants, while other
countries (Germany, Ttaly, Japan and Portugal) prefer
to provide most of their aid through loans.

It must be recognised that it is not an easy matter
for many of the countries providing aid to switch from
harder types of lending to soft loans or grants. In
some cases, where aid funds are raised through bor¬
rowing operations, the Government concerned hesi¬
tates to provide a subsidy which would enable these
funds to be lent to less-developed countries on easy
terms. There may, in fact, be a choice between pro¬
viding more aid on hard terms or less aid on soft terms.
And a Government which is trying at the same time
to exercise financial restraint at home may find it

difficult to justify lending on a subsidised basis abroad.
Many lending countries also have a preference for

providing funds to finance particular projects which
can be easily identified, rather than to finance general
development programmes where it may be more difficult
to assess what results have been achieved. In these

cases, the lender may feel that the funds will be wisely
spent only if they are related to projects which arc
capable of producing an economic return and that it
is quite justifiable to relate the financial terms of the
loan to the expected revenues.

It should be added that large amounts of aid arc
not, in fact, related to particular projects in this way
but are given for general development purposes or to
support consumption levels.

J_ he basic problem in practice is to reconcile the
various interests of the parties concerned. On the
one hand, there is the natural desire of the donors to

secure some return on their loans, thus making it
easier for them to extend new loans and to ensure

that the funds that they have provided have been used
to good effect. On the other hand, there are the
undeniable difficulties faced by a number of less-deve¬
loped countries in meeting their total debt-service
obligations resulting from a whole series of borrowing
operations. D.A.C. countries are now considering
various ways of achieving a reconciliation.

One method that has been used is to provide hard
loans for particular development projects and then to
arrange for a " rolling over " of the resulting debt, if
this should prove too burdensome; a difficulty about
this approach is that it hardly encourages a debtor to



take his obligations very seriously. As an alternative,
some aid-giving countries try to provide a mixture of
hard loans and grants or soft loans in proportions
appropriate to the situation of the borrower.

Where there is virtually only one aid-giving country
involved, this is a relatively straightforward method;
but it raises difficulties of co-ordination where a number

of countries are jointly providing various types of aid
in a single country. Another method -- which is in
fact practiced by the I.D.A. is to lend on soft terms
to the borrowing governments, but with the provision
that the sums involved are then lent on hard terms to

the bodies responsible for carrying out particular
projects.

It will be much easier for practical solutions to be
worked out if the countries providing capital aid can
work together on this problem. The D.A.C. agreed
at its meeting of 2nd-3rd April, 1963, that Member
countries should work towards greater comparability
in the terms and conditions of their aid, involving in

practice a liberalisation of the terms adopted by some
of them. This effort would apply both to their indi¬
vidual aid programmes and to concerted aid operations
(such as the various financial consortia and any similar
groups). It was also agreed that they would consider
applying one or the other of the methods outlined
above for reconciling the terms of the project financing
with the terms appropriate to the overall situation of
the borrowing country.

If the less-developed countries are to receive more
aid on softer terms, they should on their side be willing
to explore all forms of co-operation with the donors
which provide an assurance that the funds will be
wisely spent, and to make adjustments in their policies
and plans designed to make full use of their own
economic capabilities.

It is important to maintain the progress which has
already been made in these directions in the interests
both of the developed countries which provide aid and
of the less-developed countries which receive it.

The Indus Waters Treaty of I960 provides for the sharing between India and Pakistan of the icaters of the Indus River system.
Canada. Germany, the I nited Kingdom and the United States (which are all members of the O.E.C.D:s Development Aid Committee)
together with Australia. New Zealand., Pakistan and the World Bank, entered into an agreement in September 1960 to set up an Indus
Basin Development Fund uhieh would finance the construction of irrigation works, canals and other improvements to implement the
Treaty. The Fund is administered by the World Bank. This project is the largest of its kind ever undertaken.
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X he advisability of non-Cominuiiist
shipbuilding nations helping Russia to
build up her merchant fleet was recently
called in question by the retiring
chairman of the Liverpool Steam Ship
Owners' Association (1).

Russia, he stated, intended to in

crease her present fleet from 4 J/2 mil¬
lion gross tons to 10 million by 1970
and to 21 million by 1980. Ironically,
if this target is to be reached, the
expansion efforts of the Russian ship¬
building industry would have to be
supplemented by the shipyards of the
Western world.

The O.E.C.D. Maritime Transport
Committee is of course aware of the

implications of this situation. For
some time past its secretariat has been
engaged in assembling the facts of a
disturbing case, for the information of
the nations with a large stake in the
world's seaborne trade.

Xn the past the countries of the Eastern
Bloc, notably the U.S.S.R., Poland and
the People's Republic of China, have
had to rely on chartering foreign
shipping for trade purposes, in parti¬
cular for the export of oil and the
import of bulk dry cargo. In 1959
and 1960 over 7 million tons of oil

were recorded as having been trans¬
ported in foreign tankers; and it is
probable that this figure should be
doubled to take into account unre¬

corded charters. For the dry cargo
seaborne trade of the bloc in the same

two years, recorded charters amounted
to 13 14 million tons, chiefly of ores,
fertilisers, coal and coke and timber;
and again this estimate errs on the
conservative side. In 1961, two-thirds
of the total Polish foreign seaborne
trade was carried in foreign ships.

Compared with the size of the
countries concerned, and the vast

quantities of goods and materials to
be lifted, their fleets are small : the

(1) Financial Times, March 20th,
1963.



Russian figure of less than 4 y2 million
tons, including tankers, is followed by
Poland with less than 800,000 and

China with less than 600,000. The

fleets of the Soviet-occupied Zone of
Germany, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and
Rumania bring the Eastern Bloc total to

some 6.2 million tons, of which 1.3

million consist of tankers.

X he plans of the Permanent Maritime
Working Party of COMECON (Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance) to
build up their fleets threaten the West
with the loss of practically the whole
of this foreign seaborne trade in ten
years' time, after which it will be
restricted to national ships. These
plans envisage the standardisation of
ship construction, concentration on
certain types of vessels, co-operation
and the elimination of competition.
The following table indicates the magni¬
tude of the trade which will thus pass
into the " restricted " category.

The, most significant factor in
U.S.S.R. seaborne trade is the increase

in total oil exports. These rose from
18 million tons in 1958 to 20 y2 million

in 1960; estimates suggest that the
latter figure will be doubled by 1965
and trebled by 1970. The present
Russian tanker fleet comprises only
some 1.2 gross register tons, remaining
exports being lifted by foreign tankers;
British owners alone have a contract for

several years' employment of 16 tankers.
It now appears likely that nearly

2 million tons of tanker shipping,
including vessels of up to 70,000 tons,
will be delivered to the U.S.S.R. from

Italian, Japanese and Yugoslav yards
within the next few years. The cons¬
truction of pipelines from the Ural/Volga
oil- fields to Northern Europe will release
a large quantity of this new tanker
tonnage for the Russian oil trade with
the Western world, Cuba and the
People's Republic of China. In the
dry cargo trade, the bloc is planning
new liner services to the developing
countries of Asia and Africa; and

THE

EASTERN BLOC
BUILDS UP

ITS FLEET

there is talk in shipping circles of joint
services, co-ordination of sailing dates
and a common tariff.

XjLs regards shipbuilding, the U.S.S.R.
have greatly increased the capacity of
their yards, one estimate putting the
annual capacity at 7-800,000 tons. By
the end of 1965 the total fleets of the

Eastern Bloc are planned to reach the
10 million tons mark.

B,>ut the increase in Eastern con¬

trolled fleets does not constitute the

sole threat to Western seaborne trade.

The methods employed by state-trading
countries which buy and sell the com¬
modities as well as owning the ships,
and can thus apportion the cargo price
and the freight-rate as they wish, will
place the traditional maritime transport
countries, with their free-market com¬

petitive arrangements, in an extremely
difficult position.

Imp 3rts* Exp orts*

1959 1960 1959 1960

U.S.S.R.
Dry Cargo
Oil

2.67

2 2 **

12.14

18

13 **

24 **

POLAND
Dry Cargo
Oil

7.24

0.56

9,65
0.67

10.09

0.15

11.42

0.12

BULGARIA Total 1.71 1.37 0.87 0.85

SOVIET

OCCUPIED

ZONE OF

GERMANY Total 2.42 2.80 1.39 1.67

* In million tons. Estimates.
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The governments of O.E.C.D. countries are directing their efforts
in a jar more conscious and determined way

than ever bejore towards the achievement of economic growth.
Several Member countries have given concrete expression

to this objective oj economic policy by making institutional arrangements
for drafting and implementing national plans.

Among these, the French planning system has attracted considerable attention.
This article is by an O.E.C.D. economist, John Hackett, who, with his wife,

is joint author of a book on the same subject, entitled " Economic Planning in Franci
to be published shortly by Messrs. Geo. Allen and IJmvin, London.

The city of Mourenx stands where until a few years ago there was nothing but green fields. It was built to house personnel from
the Lacq industrial complex in the south-ivest of France, a region whose development is being emphasised under the Fourth Plan.

10
THE FREN



ROWTH :

X lanning as an institution has existed in France
since 1946. The Plan still bears the stamp of
its first architect, Jean Monnet, but the current
Plan -- the Fourth (1962-65) -- differs from I he
First both as to the sophistication of its methods
and the nature of its aims. And the Fifth Plan,

which is now being drafted, will no doubt carry
this process a slep further.

What are the Objectives ?

The Fourth Plan is more ambitious in many
ways than any of its predecessors. Not only is
the, chosen growth rale (5.5 per cent annually) (1)
higher than during any equivalent period since
the war, but il is to be achieved in a framework

of increasing freedom for foreign Irade and pay¬
ments. This means, among oilier things, that a
too rapid growth of demand, leading to price
increases and balance of payments difficulties,
must be avoided. In other words, maintaining
economic balance is of fundamental importance
for the success of the Fourth Plan.

Other new features of the Fourth Plan are :

an increase of 50 per cent in public expenditure
of a social, educational and cultural nature, by
far the most rapid increase since the war; the
policy of ensuring that the incomes of some social
categories the aged, those with large families,
and workers earning I he legal minimum wage -
rise faster than the national average; an emphasis
on correcting the existing lack of balance in the
development of certain regions - notably the
West and South-west -- compared with the more
prosperous ones such as the Paris area.

Drafting the Plan

Perhaps the most characteristic feature of
French planning is the extent to which bodies
representative of the various economic interests

private industry, agriculture, labour - - are
consulted in the course of the drafting process.
The consultation procedure begins with the very
first stages of preparation of the Plan, during
which its objectives are being determined. For
the Fourth Plan, the representative body consul¬
ted at this stage was the Economic and Social

( /) This figure refers to the French concept of gross
internal production which, mainly because it excludes
government services, differs from the more usual concept
of gross national product. In Ci\'I> terms, the French
target is equal to 5 per cent per annum. It mag be com¬
pared with the rale of 1. 1 per cent which corresponds to
the average for O.E.C.D. countries combined under the
ô/l per cent ten-year target (1960-70).

Council. With the Fifth Plan the discussions on

policy will be widened to include a higher-level
representative body called the High Planning
Council (of which the Minister of Finance is Chair¬
man); in addition, Parliament will be given an
opportunity to discuss the general objectives
of the Plan before the detailed drafting begins.

The Government has the final responsibility
for the choice of objectives, but the views of the.
groups consulted have made themselves felt : the
desire of the Economic and Social Council to see

a high rale of growth -- 6 per cent -- adopted
for the Fourth Plan was not without influence

on the Government's decision to set a ô per cent
target in the first instance and later to raise it
to 5y2 per cent.

hollowing the debates on general policy, the
Government communicates its decisions, in the

form of a set of policy directives, to the govern¬
ment planning body, the General Planning Com¬
missariat, which co-ordinates all technical work on
the Plan.

'the next stage of planning is a technical one.
II involves translating the general objectives into
targets for each sector and assessing their feasibi¬
lity. This work is done by tripartite Planning
Commissions whose members represent the public
sector, employers and the workers. There are
twenty-seven such commissions, five of which are
called horizontal because their tasks cut across

industrial lines (e.g. manpower); twenty-two are
vertical and deal with particular sectors (steel,
transport and so on). Altogether with their work¬
ing parties, some 3,000 people are involved in
the work of these commissions. The first task
of the commissions is lo work out for I heir res¬

pective sectors the implications of the Govern¬
ment's "directives", for production, sales, invest¬
ment and employment.

II is the responsibility of the General Planning
Commissariat to ensure that the targets sel by
each individual Planning Commission are consistent
with I hose being set by the others and that, toge¬
ther, they add up lo a coherent and balanced
whole. In this connection, the use of the national
accounting framework is a valuable aid in ensur¬
ing consistency. Of equal importance is the
awareness of the representatives of the private
sector of the general framework of growth which
has been determined and of their place in it.

As well as contributing to the statistical work,
each Commission drafts a reporl which is
published in which it analyses the problems
and prospects for ils branch in the light of the

GH EXPERIMENT
n
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objectives of the Plan. Drafting these reports
provides an opportunity for tripartite discussions
on problems common to each sector. These
periodic " brainstorming " sessions have in the
past proven to be extremely fruitful as a source
of suggestions for improving performance in the
sector concerned, and many of the proposals put
forward in this way have been written into the
texts of successive plans as part of government
policy.

The exact nature of the work of the Planning
Commissions can lead to misunderstandings. For
example, they do not iix targets in an authori¬
tative way. Nor do they decide individual
targets lor particular firms. The plan is, how¬
ever, an exercice in "generalised market research"
(as the present Commissaire Général, Pierre Massé,
has called it) and hence gives substance and
uniformity to the efforts of individual firms to
forecast future demand for their own products.

After a final round of consultations - - with

the Economic and Social Council once again, and
with the I Iigh Planning Council the Plan goes
to Parliament for approval and ratification.
This approval lakes the form of a short law
which, in essence, says that Parliament approves

the text of the Plan " as the framework for

investment programmes during the period 1962-
1965 and as the guideline document for economic
expansion and social progress ". The actual text
of the Plan is not included in the law itself but

appears as an annex to it.

Implementing the Plan

The major responsibility for carrying out the
Plan rests with the Government. It has to see

that overall economic balance is maintained and

must influence the trend in the main categories
of expenditure - - consumption and investment
in the private and public sectors - - along the
lines laid down in the Plan. To this end, the

annual State budget is discussed against the
background of the progress made to date in
achieving the Plan. And there is an annual
procedure for reviewing the production and
investment plans of each nationalised industry.

But the efforts of the Government would not

be sufficient by themselves to implement the
Plan. The active participation of the private
sector in drafting the Plan is of value here. In
so far as a high overall growth target has been

How have the plans
worked out ?

THIRD PLAN 1958-1961

During the first gear of /he Plan, restrictive measures were called for to halt inflation and to restore balance-of-payments
equilibrium. At the end of the gear, the franc was devalued. Nevertheless by the end of the Plan period, the overall
growth large! had almost been achieved, and the investment target had been reached. But private consumption fell short
of the target. Both exports and imports increased more than had been foreseen, and the plan for a current balance-of-
payments surplus for the French Franc area vis-a-vis the rest of Ihe world, envisaged for the year 1961, was achieved
by 1959.

percentage increase 1956-1961
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accepted, and its implications understood, by
those who are directly concerned with carrying
it out, it is likely to have a better chance of
being achieved. Also the various consultative
bodies - - High Planning Council, Economic and
Social Council and Planning Commissions
discuss each year the way the Plan is working
out.

In addition, the Government has at its disposal
a number of instruments, other than its control

of the activities of the public sector, allowing it
to influence the private sector. For some time
after the war, this action tended to be of a pro¬
hibitive and discriminatory nature : the limited
number of key sectors included in the Plan were
given priority treatment as regards supplies of
raw materials and finance which placed them in
a privileged position. But, today, the emphasis
on this sort of action is much less marked. The

sphere in which it is still retained to some extent
is that of regional development : substantial
incentives are offered to firms going to the less-
favoured areas, and there are strict controls on
the expansion of business in the already over¬
crowded Paris region.

For the rest, the major emphasis is upon

incentives - - usually marginal ones - - provided
through the use of credit and fiscal policies.

As to credit policy, the greater reliance of
industry in France than in some other countries
upon medium-term bank credit means that the
state banks, which play a key role in granting
such credit, can consult the General Planning
Commissariat when requests for credit are re¬
ceived. And the Ministry of Finance has powers
to control access by private firms to the long-
term capital market.

The Ministry of Finance can also grant certain
fiscal exemptions to firms having recourse to new
equity financing on the capital market. And it
can grant tax privileges to encourage the develop¬
ment of scientific research, the production of new
types of products or the transformation and
reconversion of firms.

In a limited number of cases, the authorities

conclude agreements with private firms which
take the form of package deals called " quasi-
contracts ". Under this system, in exchange for
certain credit and fiscal advantages, the firm in
question adjusts its production and investment
programmes to conform with the objectives of
the Plan.

FOURTH PLAN 1962-1965

In 1962, the first year of the I'lun. the output target was exceeded; growth in 196-3 is likely lo be less rapid. Investment-
expenditure, which exceeded the planned rale last year will probably increase less this year. In 1962, private consumption
rose faster than [had been planned, in pari because of the return of 600,000 French citizens from North Africa. There is,
nevertheless, a tendency at present for incomes to rise faster than output, a fact which underlines the need stressed in the
Fourth Plan for an incomes policy.

annual percentage increases

TOTAL OUTPUT

INVESTMENT

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION
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THE WORK

FOR

NUCLEAR

SAFETY

IN

EUROPE

Nuclear energy will make a growing contribution to our

power supplies, and this will lead to the handling, trans¬

port and processing of increasing quantities of radioactive

materials, certain of which are finding new applications in

research, agriculture and industry. These materials

could be dangerous if careful supervision and protection

measures were not adopted, and one of the essential

functions of the European Nuclear Energy Agency is to

work out such measures for all the European countries

of the O.E.C.D.

Although the world has known radioactivity longer
then it has known mankind, it has only recently
become possible to create artificially very large
quantities of radiation which could, if not properly
controlled, become dangerous to all forms of life.
The main sources of such radiation are our nuclear

reactors, especially those of the big power stations
which are already contributing to our energy require¬
ments.

The dangers of radiation are by now well known,
although it is still not possible to predict exactly
certain long-term effects (especially genetic effects)
of over-exposure. Very strict safety and protec¬
tion measures have therefore been adopted from
the start by the authorities responsible for the
various national nuclear programmes.

14
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But atomic risks know no frontiers, and this is

particularly important for Europe, where national
territories are comparatively small and populations
are dense ; hence the need for international co¬
ordination of protective measures. This work has
been one of the tasks of the European Nuclear
Energy Agency since its creation in 1957, and is
indeed one of its main objectives. The work is the
responsibility of ENEA's Health and Safety Sub-
Committee, set up by the Steering Committee in
1958.

Basic Protection Norms

The first task of the Health and Safety Sub-Com¬
mittee was the preparation of international basic

norms for protection against radiation. These
norms, established in collaboration with the Eura¬
tom Commission and the International Atomic Energy
Agency, and taking as a scientific basis the work
of the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (I.C.R.P.), specify acceptable exposures
to radiation under various conditions, together with
maximum permissible concentrations of radioactive
isotopes in air or water. The norms were adopted
on 12th June 1959 by a Council Decision which
also required the European Member countries of
O.E.C.D. to take all necessary measures to ensure
effective protection against the dangers resulting
from ionising radiations, both for persons exposed
to them through the nature of their work and for
the population as a whole.
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The norms as adopted were applicable accord¬

ing to the following categories :

occupational exposure in " controlled areas ",
that is, in areas where a source of ionising radia¬
tions existed, and in which persons occupation-
ally exposed risked being contaminated with
doses exceeding a given value ;

" surveyed areas ", defined as areas in the
neighbourhood of a controlled area, in which
residents might be exposed to ionising radiations
emanating from the controlled area ;

the population as a whole.

For each of these categories methods of ' ' dosage
accounting " were specified and rules to ensure
protection against excessive cumulative doses, or
where abnormal exposures might have occurred,
were prescribed. There were also recommen¬
dations as to the individual control of doses

received, medical checks, and the supervision
to be carried out in " controlled areas ".

A particular provision was that every worker
liable to be exposed to hazards of ionising radia¬
tions must be informed about the health risks which

the work involved, the techniques of the work, the

precautions to be taken and the means of complying
with radiation protection and medical requirements.
It was laid down as a principle that no person under
the age of 18 should be allowed to work under
conditions where he or she was exposed to the
hazards of ionising radiations.

The 1959 norms have since been revised by
ENEA's Health and Safety Sub-Committee in the
light of developments in scientific knowledge and
of more recent work by the I.C.R.P. The revised
norms were adopted by the O.E.C.D. Council in
December 1962.

Environmental Radioactivity
The practical application of the health protection

norms just described requires a radioactivity moni¬
toring and control system in each country con¬
cerned. Such a system will normally comprise
two distinct parts :

local monitoring stations attached to each nuclear
installation for checking any radiation released
or contamination caused ;

Work involving radioactive risk is carried out in " hot cells ".



overall monitoring of the general level of environ¬
mental radioactivity, without relating this directly
to any particular source.
Networks of stations equipped for these types of

measurements have in fact already been estab¬
lished or are planned in most countries, and ENEA
has set up a system for the centralisation, compar¬
ison and dissemination of information coming from
these stations. The Agency's Health and Safety
Sub-Committee is also working towards standard¬
isation of the methods of sampling and measurement
employed in the different countries.

Supervision and Emergency-
Warning System

As a development of the arrangements set up by
ENEA for centralising the results of environmental
radioactivity measurements in Member countries, a
European system for supervision and emergency
warning in cases of abnormal increases in radio¬
activity was established in July 1961. Under this
system, any important increase in radioactivity
observed in any Member country is immediately
communicated to the appropriate authorities of
other Member countries and to ENEA, so that any

necessary national measures for health protection
can be taken without delay.

The application of the system is based on three
levels of radioactivity calling for international re¬
porting :

Emergency, defined as a " nuclear incident or
substantial increase in radioactivity entailing

regional health hazards ".
Pre-emergency, defined as a " substantial in¬
crease in radioactivity of unknown origin or
resulting from a minor incident which does not
call for local health protection measures ".
Scientific Interest, defined as an " abnormal
increase in radioactivity of purely scientific
interest ".

Conditions for reporting vary according to which
of these levels is concerned, and in the case of

emergency require notification " by the most rapid
means of transmission " to the authorities officially

designated by the governments in neighbouring
countries.

It is perhaps of interest that since the establish-

In a research laboratory handling plutonium, workers wear in¬
flated plastic suits to control high-level a contamination.
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ment of the system there have been no reports
requiring notification.

Transport of Radioactive Materials
Radioactive materials during transport present a

number of special problems concerning health
protection and insurance in case of accident. These

problems are of great importance to ENEA's joint
undertakings in particular the Eurochemic fuel
reprocessing company, the operation of which will
involve the transport of irradiated fuels and by-pro¬
ducts through many European countries.

ENEA and Eurochemic have collaborated during
recent years, in particular with the International
Atomic Energy Agency and the International Railway
Transport Commission, in working out international
regulations concerning the transport of nuclear fuels
and radioactive materials.

Technical Conferences and Symposia
ENEA's work for nuclear safety in Europe is not

confined to administrative and regulatory action.
The development and improvement of health and
safety techniques depend to a large extent on
advances in scientific knowledge concerning prac¬
tical methods of surveillance and protection. For
this reason the Agency has organised several sym¬
posia at which specialists from O.E.C.D. countries
have discussed and exchanged data on methods
and results. The first such symposium was held at
Riso (Denmark) in 1959 and was devoted to technical
methods of health physics in nuclear installations.
A second symposium on criticality control was held
in Karlsruhe in 1961, while a symposium on person¬
nel dosimetry took place in Madrid only a few weeks
ago. Each of these meetings was attended by
some hundred experts from research centres and
nuclear installations in Europe and North America.

On a different but no less important level, ENEA
has also organised information conferences for
technical representatives of trade unions, at which
the health and safety risks in nuclear industry have
been explained as well as the technical and legal
protection measures taken by the O.E.C.D. countries.

A plastic rain-gauge is used at the Saclay Nuclear Centre to
measure radioactivity in the atmosphere.
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10000 PAGES
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YEAR

the statistical

activities of
the OECD

A.Jmost all the work that goes on in the O.E.C.D. is
based in one way or another on figures. Figures of
production, employment, wages and prices; figures of
interest rates, gold and foreign exchange reserves,
capital movements; figures of textile imports from
underdeveloped countries and automobile exports to the
United States; figures of agricultural employment and
farm subsidies; figures of steel capacity, oil consumption
and the costs of nuclear power stations; figures of pri¬
mary and secondary school enrolments and the supply
and demand for graduate engineers.

The list could be extended many hundredfold. Some
of this material is confidential, but a great deal is made
available to the public. Over 10,000 pages of sta¬
tistical tables are published every year.
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OECD

STATISTICAL

PUBLICATIONS The Bulletin of General Statistics

provides a more complete guide
to current economic progress in
Western Europe and North Am¬
erica. The key series chosen for
publication in Main Economic In¬
dicators are shown over longer
historical spans, so facilitating
the analysis of changes over more
recent years, and in each field

furthermore detailed series of

internationally comparable data
are added. In addition to these

tables arranged by subject mat¬
ter, further tables arranged by
country bring together the most
important national statistics, and
make the volume a highly con¬
venient guide to economic con¬
ditions in each Member country.

41 ABSTRACTS

ANàlYTIOUES

commodities

;hanges
produits

1
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EU

The presentation of the three
Series of " Foreign Trade Statis¬
tics " has been designed to pro¬
vide several alternative classifi¬

cations of data covering 65 per
cent of recorded world trade.

A has two main parts. The first
provides a summary picture of
developments over long periods
- in tables and in charts - and the

second gives complete detailed
information concerning the geo¬
graphical, but not the commodity
distribution of foreign trade.

B and C provide quarterly ana¬
lyses of the latest figures for com¬
modity trade.
n B the information is organised

by Member country, and the tables
show how its foreign trade was
distributed by value between the
major trading areas for each of
248 commodity groupings, some
summary and some detailed.

In C the information is organised
by commodity, and for each of 362
selected groupings two tables -
laid out in matrix form to facilitate

international comparison - giving
complete detail of the quantities
and values of every Member coun¬
try's trade with each significant
partner country. The Information
Service and the Statistics Divi¬

sion of the O.E.C.D. will adivse on

the suitability of the different Se¬
ries in relation to individual requi¬
rements. Specimen copies are
supplied on request.

Almost all the work that goes on in
the O.E.C.D. is based in one way or
another on figures. Apart from the
main statistical bulletins this material

is published in a wide variety of re¬
ports and special studies.

COUNTRY SURVEYS

Overall data tor a general apprecia¬
tion of the economic situation in

Member countries. (Annual Econo¬
mic Survey by the O.E.C.D.).

INDUSTRY SURVEY

Statistics on production, consump¬
tion, foreign trade, orders, stocks,
manpower, earnings, investment, ca¬
pacity, turnover, value added, etc.

Iron and Steel

Machinery
Chemicals

Cement

Fertilisers

Non-ferrous

Metals

Textiles

Timber

Pulp and Paper
Hides and Skins
Oil

Electricity
Coal and Gas

Other regular publications giving sta¬
tistical material deal with Tourism,

Maritime Transport, and Science and
Educational Policy.

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

A special volume of national accounts
statistics with complete source docu¬
mentation is issued from time to time

the next number in this series will

appear in Autumn 1963.

THE FLOW OF FINANCIAL
RESOURCES TO
COUNTRIES IN COURSE
OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT :

Statistics on official ana private
finance, with breakdowns by type of
flow and recipient country.

ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
OF THE EUROPEAN

E.M.A. operations, balance of pay¬
ments statistics, figures of short-
term capital movements.

The following are cited as examples
of important methodological studies
undertaken by O.E.C.D. :
Demographic Trends in Western Eur¬
ope and in the United States 1956-1971
Seasonal Adjustment on Electronic
Computers
Statistics on Sources and Uses of
Finance

Quantity and Price Indexes in National
Accounts

A Standardised System of National
Accounts

Comparative National Products and
Price Levels

A series of studies on Sources of
Statistics for Market Research is

being prepared for each of the follow¬
ing fields :

General Statistics Footwear
Household Appliances Machine

Tools» Radio Sets» Pharmaceuticals
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(continued from page 19)

Where do the Figures Come From ?
The O.E.C.D. is an inter-governmental organisation.

It does not itself collect information from the original
source businessmen, wage-earners, housewives and
so on. Its information is obtained primarily from
national statistical authorities and to a lesser extent

from semi-public research institutes, trade associa¬
tions, etc. Over fifty questionnaires are sent out to
the twenty countries every year. At the same time
the Secretariat is continuously at work processing infor¬
mation from hundreds of newspapers, statistical bul¬
letins and year-books in many different languages.

The Role of the O.E.C.D.

Probably the most important role of the O.E.C.D. in
the realm of statistics is basically also a very simple
one. It consists of collecting information from an
enormously wide variety of sources, translating it into
a common " language ", and making it available in an
easily understood and condensed form. Translation
does not just mean translation of technical terms into
one or the other of the official languages although
this is important; it also means conversion into com¬
mon units of value, weight, size, etc., adjustment of
index numbers to common base years, rearrangement of
components into a standard form, and so on.

This work, which at first sight may appear tedious
and unexciting, is in fact very important. If govern¬
ments, members of Parliament, trade associations, trade
unions, research institutes and businessmen had each

to dig out their own figures from a multiplicity of
sources, not only would there be an enormous amount
of wasted effort, but it is doubtful whether international

co-operation of the kind and extent we have today

would be possible at all.
A second role of the O.E.C.D. is to adjust the national

figures for differences in definition and coverage in order
to make them as comparable as possible.

In some cases this is easy. For example some coun¬
tries include construction in their index of industrial

production while others do not; a fairly simple adjust¬
ment is made to bring the indices into line with the
standard international definition (which excludes con¬
struction). At other times it is necessary to ask for
additional information or special tabulations from the
national authorities. But there are some cases where

comparability cannot be achieved for example, the
method used to collect unemployment statistics in the
United States and Canada is completely different from
that used in most European countries. It is sometimes
possible to make estimates of what the figures would be
on a comparable basis, and if estimates have been made,
this is stated. But if estimates have not been or can¬

not be made, it is extremely important to give a clear
warning about the danger of making invalid comparisons.

A more general and more positive role is to colla¬
borate with national authorities and other international

organisations in the continuous effort to improve the
scope and coverage of national and international eco¬
nomic statistics. Developments in this field have of
necessity been regular and steady rather than specta¬
cular, for the statistical services of each country have
been built up over a long period of time with essentially
national aims and circumstances in mind.

The fact is that taking the postwar period as a whole,
immense progress in building up an internationally
comparable system of economic statistics has been
made, and as the increasing interdependence of our
countries has become more and more apparent the pace
of advance has accelerated.

O.E.C.D. contributes to this work in many ways.
Perhaps the most important is the development, in co¬
operation with other international organisations, of
standard international definitions, classifications and
methods; the continual revision of the standards in the

light of experience; and the provision of guidance and
criticism to those applying them.

Another effective contribution is made through
the processes of confrontation, either formal or infor¬
mal. If country A can produce detailed foreign trade
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statistics in five weeks, why does country B take five
months ? This is the sort of question which often leads
to unexpectedly rapid improvements.

O.E.C.D. also tries to stimulate progress by setting a
good example itself in the introduction of up-to-date
statistical techniques. And even a little friendly com¬
petition between the international organisations them¬
selves can have beneficial results.

Putting Figures to Work
It is easy to reach the conclusion that the amount of

statistical information it would be desirable to have is

infinite. One of the important features of the sta¬
tistical work of the O.E.C.D., and of its predecessor the
O.E.E.C, has been the concentration of effort on areas
which are directly relevant to the major policy issues
currently under consideration.

National Accounts data, presenting a comprehensive
and consistent picture of a nation's economy in quanti¬
tative terms had proved their utility in the European
Becovery Programme, and it was clear that they had
a value far beyond the needs of the moment. The
basic framework which had been used initially
was developed into the Standardised System of National
Accounts (1952) in consultation with national statistical
offices and international organisations. It has subse¬
quently been kept under review to ensure its continuing
applicability to the very different economic problems
which Member countries, and therefore the Organisa¬
tion, have had to deal with from time to time.

A logical outcome of the National Accounts work was
to assess the relative economic strength of countries
and to examine the international purchasing power of
their currencies. The first O.E.E.C. study on Com¬
parative National Products and Price Levels was pub¬
lished in 1954. It was followed by another in 1958,
which extended the country coverage and brought the
earlier result up to date. Further work is being done
in this field. The following two examples show the
kind of conclusions which can be drawn from these

statistics. In 1955, average output per capita in Europe
was about $ 750, measured at official exchange rates.
But when European output was calculated on the
basis of the price structure of corresponding products
in the United States, the figure was no less then $ 1,110.
In other words, comparisons of the level of output using
the official exchange rate can significantly under- or
overstate the position as measured in a more obviously
relevant fashion. These studies provided the first quan¬
titative measure of the possible distortions involved.
A further finding was that if $ 1 was converted into
£ sterling in 1955 at the official exchange rate and spent
in the United Kingdom in line with the then British
consumption pattern, it bought almost 50 % more than
if it had been spent on the same goods in the U.S.A.

O.E.C.D. took over from O.E.E.C. in 1961 with a

wider mandate than its predecessor, and the Organi¬
sation's statistical work has reflected the widening of
its scope and aims. For example, recognising the

intimate link between science, education and the rate

of economic growth, O.E.C.D. keeps Member country
needs for, and availability of, scientific and technical
resources under continuous review. The data required
for this purpose range from the earnings of highly trained
technicians to figures on the share of national expen¬
diture absorbed by research. A few years ago, material
in this field was available only in scattered, haphazard
and non-comparable form. Now, although it is still
true that not all the statistics required are available,
much progress has been made, and O.E.C.D. country
reviews on Science and Educational Policy are published
regularly, based to a very large extent on figures which
might never have been collected in the absence of active
encouragement and co-ordination by the Organisation.

Similarly, the pursuit of O.E.C.D.'s aims in the fields
of aid has necessitated the collection of data on Member

countries' activities in order to promote the best utili¬
sation of the economic resources made available to

underdeveloped countries. Material on the flow of
financial resources to countries in course of economic

development has been collected and published, giving
details of official and private finance, with breakdowns by
type of flow and by recipient country. Figures on the
share of aid in Gross National Product and assessments

of the balance of payments implications of aid are pre¬
pared by the Organisation so that aid flows can be
examined in the context of the capacity of donor coun¬
tries to make funds available.

Finally, and perhaps most important, the achievement
of the Organisation's aims with regard to the co-ordination
of Member countries' domestic and international econo¬

mic policies depends on an accurate and up-to-date
assessment of current economic developments in the
Western world. This in turn requires the continuous
sifting and analysis of incoming information using the
most powerful modern techniques.

A good example of the Organisation's work in this
field is the use made of seasonally-adjusted data. It
has long been realised that most phenomena measured
by statistics are subject to seasonal variations in the
case of most unemployment series, much more than
half of the average month-to-month change is seasonal
in nature so that for an accurate assessment of

underlying trends it is necessary to isolate the seasonal
element. Methods of seasonal adjustment by electronic
computer have been under study in the United States
since 1955, and the Organisation has participated in
this work. In 1960 a meeting was held at which the
progress made to date was reviewed and suggestions for
further improvements were put forward. Now that the
potential value of seasonally adjusted data has become
more widely appreciated, these methods have been
applied to an ever growing number of series, by an ever
growing number of countries. O.E.C.D. itself publishes
over 250 seasonally adjusted series, and the number
processed will shortly be increased, using a programme
which has been specially written for the Organisation's
electronic computer.

The publications described in the preceding pages are only a selection of the many reports
issued by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development in the fieids cover¬
ed by its activities. A full listing of these reports is given in the General Catalogue of Publi¬
cations, which will be forwarded to you free of charge on request.
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BY

HENNING FRIIS

Chairman of the Committee

for Scientific

and Technical Personnel

PREVENTING

A BOTTLENECK

IN ECONOMIC

PROGRESS

OECD works

to avoid shortages of scientists

and engineers

The work of the Committee for Scien¬

tific and Technical Personnel began

when the O.E.C.D. countries, recog¬

nising the threat to future economic

and social progress inherent in short¬

ages of scientific and technical per¬

sonnel, in May 1958 established the

Office for Scientific and Technical

Personnel with a Governing Com¬

mittee consisting of science and edu¬

cational policy -makers from each of
the Member countries.

When the O.E.E.C. was transformed

into the O.E.C.D. in September 1961

this Governing Committee became the

new organisation's Committee for
Scientific and Technical Personnel.

Mr. Henning Friis has been chairman
since 1958.

Jjiconomic expansion under modern conditions is increasingly dependent
on the supply of scientific and technical and other highly qualified
personnel, and on the development of education lo produce such per¬
sonnel. This dependence is likely to be accentuated in the decade
1960-70 as a consequence of policies to accelerate economic growth,
because such policies imply, amongst other things, a higher rate of
capital investment and technical innovation, both of which make big
demands on qualified people.

Moreover, a faster rate of progress also implies increased capacity
to organise technological and social transformation - - new types of
production, more schools, more social services, etc. -- and behind that
too is the supply of highly trained and educated personnel.

The establishment of the Programme for Scientific and Technical
Personnel did in fact come at a time in post-war European economic
development when the accent had already shifted from economic re¬
covery lo the need for steady expansion and growth. It had its origin
in the conviction that increased investment in the training of scientific
and technical personnel - - and in the basis of general education on
which such training must be built is an essential ingredient of forward-
looking economic policy.

The Committee for Scientific and Technical Personnel has fully

recognised in ils policies and in its operational work this relationship
between resources for education and the possibilities of future economic
progress. A major step forward towards the establishment of policies
lor relating education to economic requirements was made at an impor¬
tant meeting of policy-makers in Washington in October 1961.
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Targets for educational investment up to 1970 were
discussed and a general consensus reached on the
necessity in the O.E.C.D. area for the long-term
planning of educational investment.

It has been necessary, in the pursuit of this
objective, to stimulate new academic thinking on
the complex theoretical, methodological and policy
issues involved in arriving at a balanced understand¬
ing of the way in which education contributes to
the development of the economic system. This has
been done by the establishment of a Study Group
in the Economics of Education, which is an inde¬
pendent group of professional economists and policy¬
makers through whom free academic thought is
brought to bear upon the theoretical and practical
problems involved. The Study Group is now enga¬
ged in assessing the relationship between investment
in education and economic growth in a considerable
number of Member countries. It will shortly sponsor
a conference of distinguished O.E.C.D. economists
to review available evidence on the extent to which

education and research can be seen to explain eco¬
nomic growth. The Study Group will also examine
the effects of efforts to adapt education to economic
needs on the structure and organisation of educa¬
tional systems.

In addition to stimulating new theoretical work,
the Organisation has encouraged the establishment
in the O.E.C.D. Member countries of the planning
mechanisms through which targets for educational
expansion and the policies to meet them can be
formulated and pursued as part of the regular
process of policy-making. The Committee has col¬
laborated with the Member countries through two

major programmes, one for the Mediterranean area
and one for the countries of Northern Europe.

The Mediterranean Regional Programme, which
was launched in 1960 at the instigation of the Com¬
mittee (and with the active participation of the
O.E.C.D. in organising, staffing, and financing the
project), has led the Governments of Greece, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugoslavia to set up
national teams to make proposals for the integrated
planning of educational and economic development.
It is the task of these groups to consider to what
extent, and how, educational facilities must be

expanded during the next 15 years to make possible
the achievement of long-range economic develop¬
ment goals. The study is comprehensive in scope
and takes into account economic requirements.
The six national teams will report during the course
of this year.

Although the educational needs and problems in
the Mediterranean area are quite different from

those in more highly industrialised countries, it is
already evident lhat the methods developed by the
MRP teams have general applicability. Conse¬
quently, the Committee has established an Educa¬
tional Investment and Planning Programme in which
many of the Governments of Northern European
countries are now participating.

It has been gratifying to me and my colleagues
of the Committee to see that Ministerial support
for the new approaches that we have been advocat¬
ing has been growing rapidly. The Committee's
work on educational investment was recently endor¬
sed by the European Ministers of Education in a
formal resolution, adopted at their third conference
in Rome 1962 " that the work undertaken in lids

field by the O.E.C.D. be actively carried on, that
co-operation between the European countries in the
pursuit of these objectives be facilitated by I he
process of collation and comparison furthered by
that Organisation and that, in conjunction with the
other organisations concerned, notably the Council
of Europe, it inform subsequent Conferences of
European Ministers of Education of the difficulties
encountered and the results achieved ".

THE CONFRONTATION

OF NATIONAL POLICIES

This work on new approaches to educational
investment, and to the transformation of scientific
and technical education to meet the needs of future

economic development, has as its main purpose the
development and strengthening of the policies of
the individual Member governments. The O.E.E.C,
and now the O.E.C.D., has been uniquely successful
as a forum for frank and constructive discussion of

the policy problems of the members. The Com¬
mittee for Scientific and Technical Personnel has

drawn on Ibis tradition of the Organisation and its
" Country Review Programme " is the foundation of
its work. The purpose of the Country Review
Programme is to examine the scientific and techno¬
logical manpower and related educational problems,
policies and plans of Member countries and to
subject them to a critical but constructive review.
These reviews do not result in formal conclusions

by the Committee, but the study and the discussion
should make a serious contribution to national debate

on crucial issues, and are thus helpful to the na¬
tional authorities wrestling with these problems.

The method adopted for these reviews is lo invite
two or three distinguished people in the field of
science or education to act as " examiners " for an

on-the-spot investigation. On the basis of their
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M. Bretones, an O.E.C.D. Consultant, lectures at the Institute of Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies, Montpellier
(France).

report, the Committee then holds a " confronta¬
tion " meeting at which representatives of the
country under review answer questions put to them
by the examiners and Committee members. The
final report on the review exercise, published by
the O.E.C.D., is widely distributed not only in the
country reviewed but in other Member and non-
member countries with similar problems.

The Country Reviews also provide the Committee
with a sound basis for planning its operational
programmes. It is not possible here to describe
each of the more than twenty projects on which
the Committee will be engaged during the year.
Two or three examples must, therefore, suffice to
give some idea of the Committee's work.

THE TEACHING REVOLUTION

IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The Committee has accepted as a basic element
of its policy that the problem of scientific strength
in the Member countries can only be tackled satis¬
factorily from the long-term point of view. In the
last analysis, this can only be achieved through the
fundamental improvement and extension of edu

cation generally and in particular by reform of the
teaching of science and mathematics curricula begin¬
ning at the secondary school level, to ensure that
the coming generation is given the intellectual
equipment to understand and develop advanced
science and technology and in the widest sense to
understand the contemporary world.

The Organisation has therefore put considerable
effort into encouraging new approaches in Member
countries to the teaching of science. Proposals
have been put forward for a new content of mathe¬
matics teaching which have attracted a wide interest;
a fundamental attempt is being made to modernise
the teaching of chemistry in the light of present
knowledge of the structure of matter and of the
nature of the chemical bond; intensive consideration

has been given to experimental and theoretical
methods for the teaching of physics which have been
developed in the United States and elsewhere, and
a similar approach is being made to reorganise the
teaching of biology. Not only have basic studies
been made to work out new approaches to the
teaching of science and mathematics, but regional
seminars have been held to discuss the incorpora¬
tion of such ideas in the various school systems and
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A travelling professor of the O.E.C.D. Sicilian Mobile Unit demonstrates a cathode ray oscillograph to students at Ragussa
(Sicily).

encouragement has been given to the experimental
leaching of I he new methods in pilot schools. This
is a major and continuing task which is being pro¬
gressively deepened and extended.

An indispensable part of this effort is the use of
modern techniques such as television and films so
as to bring to the child in the classroom a picture
of science which would not otherwise be easily
available to him.

" GROWING POINTS "

IN ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

The O.E.C.D. Growing Points Scheme, originated
by the Committee for Scientific and Technical
Personnel, is based on the idea that, given the
increasing evidence that Ihe extent and cost of

scientific research will make it difficult for scientific

institutions and even individual countries to develop
an effective volume of scientific effort in advanced

specialised fields, appropriate institutions should be
encouraged to Lake on a regional or Europe-wide
scientific role. The Scheme amounts to an attempt
to accelerate and extend, through international
action and encouragement, Ihe traditional process
of Ihe outstanding student going to the outstanding
professor, irrespective of nationality. The Scheme
has so far been most actively developed in Scandi¬
navian countries where " growing points " have
been supported by the O.E.C.D. in the fields of
acoustics, corrosion of metals, chemical engineering.
automation, biotechniques, mass spectrographs of
organic compounds, speech transmission, and chem¬
ical calorimetry. The extension and adaptation
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PREVENTING A BOTTLENECK IN ECONOMIC PROGRESS

of the scheme to certain other Member countries,

and in particular Lo those in the process of develop¬
ment, is now under active consideration.

Al a time when governments all over the world

are seeking ways through which facilities of advanced
scientific training and research, loo costly in men
and money on a national basis, can be developed
regionally, Lhe O.E.C.D. Growing Points Scheme is
worthy of attention. For it is based on the notion
of reinforcing and internationalising existing national
institutions -- as opposed to the costly and some¬
times wasteful creation of new international bodies.

THE MEDITERRANEAN

A PILOT AREA FOR DEVELOPMENT

Special attention has been given by the Com¬
mittee to the needs of I lie Member conn l ries in the

Mediterranean area with special problems of educa¬
tional ami scientific development. The Committee
is convinced thai insufficient attention has been

given in the past to investments in education and
science as pari of programmes of economic deve¬
lopment and in supporting programmes of technical
assistance. There has been a failure lo recognize

the vital role of the development of human resources,
and in particular of high-level manpower, in pro¬
moting economic growth. Such neglect of Ihe
development of human capital is itself a limitation
on the ability of many developed and under-developed
countries to absorb successfully new physical capital.
Moreover, lhe imbalance between (lie growth of

human and physical capital is all the more serious
because investments in education and training are

characterised by a long lime-lag before lhe resulls
are available in the form of qualified people.

For these reasons lhe Committee attach great
importance to the assessment of long-term needs
for educational development in Ihe Mediterranean
area, (through Ihe MRP mentioned above) and lo
the development of policies to overcome the gap
between needs and the available resources for edu¬

cational development. Pilot schemes, to explore
new ways of bridging this gap, have been operating
in Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia, Portugal, Spain and
Turkey on matters such as the establishment of
national centres for producing school science equip¬
ment, the strengthening of university science faculties,
curricula reform experiments and Ihe provision of
mobile science leaching facilities.

The boldness with which the Mediterranean govern¬

ments are experimenting with new approaches lo
educational planning and policy is not only stimu¬
lating their own national development, but also pro¬
ducing new approaches and methodology of interest
to all Ihe O.E.C.D. Member countries. The Committee

has therefore arranged a programme of Mediterranean
Fellowships and Training Courses to enable young
professional people from Northern Europe and
Northern America to assimilate this experience for
use in their own countries, and in the under-developed
world the success of this scheme has demonstrated

the great interest of young economists and sta¬
tisticians in lhe O.E.C.D. Member countries in

I raining themselves lo deal effectively with lhe
problems of the under-developed countries.

National planning, especially when il concerns
anything so personal as education, still arouses
mistrust in many quarters. Yet it is now abun¬
dantly clear thai, if lhe pace of scientific progress
is to be turned lo good account for lhe national

welfare and for the well-being of individual citi¬
zens, a higher level of understanding and technical
competence will be required of an ever-growing
proportion of the population. The day is fast
approaching when not only scientists, engineers
but most technicians and industrial workers, ordi¬

nary citizens and even politicians will need a better
grasp of scientific principles and problems than has
heretofore been thought necessary. In addition,
there are growing social pressures for wider educa¬
tional opportunities. Education can thus no longer
be regarded as something apart from the main
stream of a nation's economic life. II is because

the Members of Ihe O.E.C.D. have recognised that
education shapes the channel in which Ihe stream
of the economy flows, that educational problems
now occupy such a prominent place in the Organi¬
sation's activities.

ONE OF THE MOST

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS

lhe activity of the Committee foi' Scientific and
Technical Personnel over the last 5 years provides
an interesting and instructive example in interna¬
tional collaboration. The examples given above
show that it has nol only been successful in the
development of new policy concepts and approaches,
but also in launching a considerable number of

practical down-to-earth actions leading to colla¬
boration between professional and other groups in
the Member countries. It is perhaps this effective
fusing of " policy " work and " operational " work
which represents one of the most significant achieve¬
ments of lhe Committee. For, whilst lhe policy
emphasis lias kepi the international actions pointed
towards priority tasks which is of course essential
for an international organisation I he "grass
roots" operational work has taken the O.E.C.D.
from ils Paris headquarters into deep involvement
with lhe practical problems in the Member countries.
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W hen corset boning is exported to one major
O.E.C.D. country, each individual bone has to
be marked with the country of origin even
though the bones will never be visible in the
finished article. Similarly the small metal name-
plate for dogs' collars must be stamped with the
country of origin on the inside. Yet who can
know where they were made once they have
been fixed to the collars ?

Regulations like these, even if of only minor
importance, hamper trade since the exporter
has to meet different requirements for each dif¬
ferent national market. Marking; regulations

are, however, only one, and probably one of the
least important, of a whole series of administ¬
rative and technical regulations which influence
in varying degrees the movement of inter¬
national trade.

In the past, import duties and quantitative
restrictions constituted the normal barriers to

trade. With the passage of time quantitative
restrictions have been substantially reduced and,
in fact, virtually eliminated for non-agricultural
imports; customs tariffs have been significantly
lowered; and efforts are continually being made
to achieve further progress in this domain.

As these barriers to trade disappear, the res¬
trictive effects of existing administrative and
technical regulations become more apparent;
and it may become more tempting to use certain
of the regulations as a substitute for the normal
forms of protection.

J. wo different categories of regulations are
covered by the general heading of administrative
and technical regulations which may hamper
trade. One group comprises the regulations di¬
rectly related to trade : for example, customs
formalities; rules concerning the classification
and valuation of products for customs purposes ;
and procedures for the issue of import licences,
permits and certificates. A number of these
regulations were initially introduced between
the two world wars, others in the difficult period
immediately following the last war when bal¬
ance of payments difficulties forced even coun¬
tries intimately wedded to a liberal trade policy
to resort to exchange control and import licens¬
ing. As currencies became convertible again
and quantitative restrictions could be relaxed,
the machinery previously necessary to control
imports became to a great extent redundant.
Controls of this nature are, however, seldom

scrapped as soon as they might be. They may
be retained solely for statistical purposes or

administrative

and technical

regulations :

lesser-

known

obstacles

trade

because it is feared that, once discarded, it
would be difficult to re-introduce them. Thus

even when imports are no longer restricted, an
import licensing procedure may be retained;
and the retention of such a procedure when it is
no longer necessary may provide a degree of
protection for the home producer.

Even if they serve a useful purpose, the for¬
malities connected with importing and export¬
ing may constitute an obstacle to trade because
of the time it takes to complete them. Moreover,
the complexity of many of the formalities to be
completed by anyone who wishes to engage in
trade constitutes a nuisance factor which cannot

but be regarded as an impediment to trade.
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Thus an importer may be required to fill out
several extremely detailed forms, each similar
but not identical to the other, and each requiring
a large number of copies. He may be obliged
to wait weeks or even months for his import
license to be granted. Moreover, complex rules
of classification and valuation may make it
impossible for him to know at the time he
places an order exactly how much he wdll have
to pay in the wray of import duties ; and he must
spend time keeping abreast of a host of con¬
stantly changing rules or employ someone else
to do so.

The second category of technical and admin¬
istrative regulations includes a multitude of
rules not directly related to trade but having
to do with security, public health, quality
control, the prevention of fraud or the rational¬
isation of production. A country may, for
instance, require that imported seeds and live¬
stock be inspected for diseases of various sorts,
that farm machinery meet certain safety stan¬
dards, that fertilisers be analysed chemically
before being put on sale, that drugs be tested by
medical authorities. The validity of this group
of regulations is rarely open to doubt, but their
diversity from country to country and their
undue severity and complexity in many cases
constitute an obstacle to trade and a hidden ele¬

ment of protection for flic home manufacturer.

1 he O.E.C.D. is to an increasing extent direct¬
ing its attention to the knotty problem of
administrative and technical regulations. Its
objectives are to eliminate unnecessary or discri¬
minatory regulations which hamper trade without
harming the legitimate interests that may be
involved; to reduce the time lag between tech¬
nological development and changes in legisla¬
tion so as to lessen the number of outmoded

rules; and, finally, to facilitate trade through
encouraging simplification of procedures and
standardisation of rules from country to country.
In 1962, the Council of the Organisation recom¬
mended to Member governments that they
review the administrative and technical regula¬
tions in force in their countries with an eye to
eliminating those which are not essential and
those which hamper trade; it also set up the
machinery through which the O.E.C.D. could
handle problems that might arise in this area.

Because of the diversity of technical and
administrative regulations, the approach of the
Organisation to achieving these aims is flexible.
In some cases a country whose exporters have

been experiencing difficulty owing to the regu¬
lations of another Member country will refer the
problem to the O.E.C.D. which tries to resolve
the differences through consultation. In other
cases the O.E.C.D. may take the initiative and
conduct an enquiry into the difficulties that
exist in a specific problem area. Or the Orga¬
nisation may undertake a systematic country-
by-country survey of the regulations in force in
a particular domain. In the latter case the
action resulting from the survey is likely to be
a set of standardised rules and regulations which
all Member countries are urged to accept.

JLn the past, the specific actions of the O.E.E.C.
and O.E.C.D. have been principally concerned
with regulations of the second group e.g. those
not directly connected with trade. The follow¬
ing examples show the nature of the Organisa¬
tion's work in this area.

The Council has recommended that govern¬
ments of Member countries harmonise and

simplify in so far as possible the procedures
for labelling and registration of pharmaceu¬
tical products and move toward the reciprocal
recognition of national registrations; for this
purpose it has issued for both registration and
labelling a set of standards to which it recom¬
mends that Member governments adhere.
The Council has adopted a scheme for intro¬
ducing international quality standards for
certain agricultural products e.g. apples, pears
and tomatoes.

The Council has passed a resolution setting
forth standards for the application and super¬
vision of national safety regulations on welded
gas cylinders.
The O.E.C.D. has recently been intensifying

its work in the realm of administrative regula¬
tions directly related to trade, in particular
those having to do with customs formalities
(including procedures for valuation and classifi-
tion of goods) and government buying pro¬
cedures.

With a new round of trade negotiations about
to take place following the U.S. Trade Ex¬
pansion Act, the intimate link between the
problems posed by administrative regulations
on the one hand and the lowering of trade bar¬
riers on the other has become more evident.

Certain important countries have indicated that
they are no longer prepared to conduct tariff
negotiations if the concessions they might obtain
risk being counterbalanced by the protective
effects of administrative regulations.
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The ergonomics group of the
Société Anonyme Métallurgique
d'Espérance-Longdoz, Liège, Bel¬
gium, includes Dr François Mignolet,
head of the medical service and

president of the Belgian Commission
for Ergonomics, and specialists in
work-study, research, safety and
heating. Dr Mignolet set up the
group after attending the O.E.E.C.
Zurich Conference; it has since played
a fidl part in designing the Soeiété's
new factory.

CORRECT POSITION FOR

COMFORT

4 " Reach Time " is measured by
special apparatus at the College of
Aeronautics, Cranfield, England.

An overhead crane driver in a cab

which ensures all-round visibility,
compact controls, an adjustable seat,
and protection from heat, dust and
fumes (British Iron and Steel Re¬
search Association and S.A. Métal¬

lurgique d'Espérance-Longdoz).

ANTI-NOISE

A steel inspector examines a roll
of steel from his air-conditioned,

sound-proof cabin (S.A. Métallur¬
gique d'Espérance-Longdoz).
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PITTING

THE JOB

TO THE

WORKER
Work can be made to Jit

man, but not ij machinery is
badly designed or he is jorced
to ivork under strain.

" Wanted, lathe operator.
Must be 41.> jeet tall, 2 feet
across the shoulders, 8-foot
arm-span. ' That, according
to the Lecturer in Ergonomics
at the College oj Aeronautics,
Cranfield, England, ivould be
the ideal operator of a lathe in
current use.

Clearly the man cannot be
found to fulfil such require¬
ments. So the machine must

be re-designed to allow of its
being worked by people en¬
gaged in such work.

Successful production is the
result of the joint efforts of the
machine and its human oper¬
ator. If either is subjected to
undue stresses of any kind,
output ivill suffer. The ma¬
chine can be adapted to suit
the man s requirements ; but
if the man is forced to work
under conditions causing strain
or not fully responsive to his
reaction pattern, his efficiency
will fall, and with it that of
the machine.

Under the name Ergono¬
mics are brought together the
various sciences which uffect
the worker's use of his intelli¬
gence, his response patterns and
his physical structure in con-
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trolling the machine. It stands,
in fact, for :

less fatigue,
greater safety,
quicker responses without
increased stress,

better quality of work,
less time lost in training,

and it involves the improvement
of working conditions to take
account of such factors as phy¬
sical comfort, lighting, heating
and noise reduction, as well

as the psychological aspects of
well-designed control layouts
and easily-read indicator dials.

All over the world, teams

of physiologists, psychologists,
industrial physicians, manage¬
ment, engineers, unions and
ivorkers are seeking means of
adapting the work to the man
and thereby improving working
conditions and output. Since
1956, the O.E.C.D. and its

predecessor, the O.E.E.C, as
part of their exploration of the
basic factors affecting econo¬
mic growth, have helped to cen¬
tralise and make widely known
the results of such knowledge
by means of expert conferences
and study sessions. Three re¬
ports on fitting the job to the
worker have already been pub¬
lished. A fourth is to appear
shortly.*

The type of problem studied,
and some of the solutions
adopted, are illustrated in
the accompanying photographs
from European and North
American sources.

*

Fitting the Job to the Worker (a
survey of American and European
research into working conditions in
industry : O.E.E.C. 1958).
Fitting the Job to the Worker
(International Conference, Zurich :
O.E.E.C. 1959).
About Fitting the Job to the
Worker (for Trade Unionists :
O.E.E.C. 1961).
Seminar on Ergonomics for Engi¬
neers (O.E.C.D. 1963).
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^ A steel worker inspects castings, protected by a
helmet from the clanging and crashing of the factory
(Régie Nationale des Usines Renault, France).

^ PROTECTION

Workers in an oil refinery are safeguarded by
aluminium-coated clothing (Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company, United States).

Protected from fumes and dust-particles by a ^
glass and metal screen, an aircraft-worker can still
use his hands freely (Orly Airport, France).

This mine-worker uses a breathing apparatus to
protect him from coal-dust (Max-Planck-Institut fur
Arbeitsphysiologie, Germany).



ENERGY FOR

F
ears of an " energy gap " in Western Europe

dominated the discussions of policy-makers, not
only during the years immediately following World
War II, but well into the 1950's. However, round

about 1957, this fear was quite suddenly dispelled,
and ever since it has been replaced by a concern
with the problems arising from an increasingly
intense competition between various forms of

energy. How could this occur? What are the
reasons for this striking volte-face ?

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SHORTAGE

Immediately after World War II there was un¬
deniably a world-wide shortage of energy which
particularly affected Western Europe. Until 1940,
indigenous sources had been able to cover to a

very large extent the needs of this part of the world,
but during the war serious damage was done to
the energy-producing industries by direct destruc¬
tion, by premature deterioration resulting from
special war efforts, and by the lack of upkeep or
timely investments. Beginning in 1948, many repairs
could be made, and new capacity installed, but
even so indigenous production did not exceed the
pre-war level until 1951. Evidently, by that time it
should have been well above this level in order to

meet the requirements of a developing economy.
One of the major benefits which Western Europe

derived from Marshall Aid was the reconstruction

and expansion of its own energy-producing indus¬
tries. But this aid was also operative in another
field : it helped Europe to overcome the " dollar-
gap " which was one of the major obstacles to
importation of the coal and oil needed to close the

gap between its own still deficient resources and

its rapidly rising energy requirements.
Marshall Aid greatly contributed to the recon¬

struction and development of collieries and coking-
plants, the building of lodgings for miners' families,
repairs to power plant and gasworks and the con¬
struction of new hydro and thermal power capacity.
Inland waterways, ocean terminals and other trans¬
portation equipment were re-equipped and deve¬
loped. The oil industry was enabled to construct
in Europe a refining capacity which could cover,
mainly on the basis of imported crude oil, the
rapidly increasing needs of petroleum products.
Thus Marshall Aid not only helped to create the
means to economise on dollars, but it also enabled

Europe to develop new production capacity with
which to sustain its exports and earn the foreign
exchange necessary for further economic deve¬
lopment. As had been intended, it worked as a

catalyst, the effect of which was multiplied many
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EUROPE

times by the national efforts which it provoked.
However, as recovery proceeded and the need

for greater productivity in industry, agriculture and
the services became urgent, Europe grew increas¬
ingly aware of its growing dépendance on imports
to supply the energy which was indispensable for
the achievement of the tasks it had set itself,

including a higher standard of living for its popula¬
tion. Ever since the end of the 1920's, when Europe
lost its energy autonomy and moved from the group
of potential energy-exporters to that of permanent
importers, this fact had escaped recognition. It
now had to be faced in the context of worldwide

economic and political conditions which rendered
its various aspects infinitely more menacing. In
1951 the Korean crisis came as a shock. Energy
and many other important raw materials became
short. Ocean freights, a very important element
in the cost of imported coal and oil, rose to towering
heights. And when the dust of this crisis had

settled, a new crisis broke in 1956-57 with the closing
of the Suez Canal. Although Europe was not at
that time actually denied the oil which had become

increasingly important for its economy, the una¬
voidable switches in sources and transportation
itineraries caused temporary shortages and, once
again, considerable increase in the cost of imported
energy, both oil and coal.

Shortage
or

Surplus

This article was contributed by
Jan A. van den Heuvel

Head of the Energy Division
of the O.E.C.D. Industry Directorate
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Under these circumstances, Europe had to give
considerable thought to its vulnerability as regards
energy supplies, in the absence of which it could never
expect to retain its position as a major industrial area,
let alone recover the position it occupied in the earlier
part of the century. Casting a look into the future, it
had to face the fact that its requirements were likely
to exceed considerably its production capabilities.
Consequently, it was forced to conclude that very
special efforts were necessary, in order to promote
indigenous production to an extent that would be
compatible with the maintenance of an economically
justified overall cost for the energy required. Consi¬
derations relevant to prevailing and foreseeable deve¬
lopments in its general balance of payments greatly
influenced its attitude in this respect.

REASONS FOR GREATER OPTIMISM

During this period, and in many cases for reasons
closely related to those which inspired a cautious, if
not gloomy, appreciation of the facts, a new trend
developed. Broadly, the facts underlying this trend
are :

Improvements in efficiency in the use
of energy

Liquid fuels have increased their share of total energy
consumption much more rapidly than was foreseen.

The process of substitution for solid fuels has also
developed at a rapid pace. In many sectors of con¬
sumption, the use of liquid fuels makes for greater
efficiency and higher output per unit consumed. At
the same time, new production processes have been
introduced into the iron and steel industry and consi¬
derable improvements made in traditional methods of
production. As this industry is one of the major
energy consumers, the resulting economies in the use

of energy have had a considerable impact on overall
energy requirements. The same applies to the electric-
power-producing industry, equally a very important
consumer of primary energy. Improvements made in
traditional types of plant, and in particular the intro¬
duction of much larger production units, have led to a
constant decrease in the quantity of primary energy
needed to produce a kilowatt-hour.

Improvement in Europe's terms of trade
Constant improvements have been achieved in

Europe's balance of payments. The chronic dollar
shortage has disappeared in most of its countries, and
the resulting apprehensions in connection with greater
dependence on imports have gradually disappeared.

Greater and more diversified energy
resources in exporting areas
Under the stress of the shortages experienced in

the early post-war years, the international oil industry
made considerable efforts to develop and diversify its
potential crude-oil production capacity. Whereas in
1950 the proven reserves of crude oil in the non-Com¬

munist world stood at about 14,000 million metric tons,
representing about a 23 year supply at the then pre¬
vailing rate of consumption, these reserves in 1960,
reached a figure of approximately 41,000 million metric
tons, which at 1960 consumption rates which were
about double those of 1950 represented a 40 year supply.
New oil-producing areas of great importance, such as
the Sahara and Libya, have emerged which from the
transportation point of view offer big advantages to
Western Europe. Soviet Russia has appeared on the
market as a major oil exporter and offers its produce
at remarkably low prices. And the United States, in
adopting a restrictive policy as regards the importation
of several types of liquid fuels, has thrown the weight
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T/ie Shell-Berre Refinery, near Marseilles, France.

of worldwide oil surpluses onto the market of Europe,
the world's biggest importer. But the abundance of oil
is not the only cause for greater optimism : important
finds of natural gas have been made in regions close
to Western Europe, and also within its own boundaries
(Sahara, France and the Netherlands).

Decreasing cost of access to outside
resources

The merchant fleets of the non-Communist world

were enormously developed in the 1950's and after.
Not only was there a considerable increase in ton¬
nage, but tankers and dry-cargo-bulk carriers became
much bigger and also faster. Thus a very high ton¬
nage capable of bringing oil and coal to Europe was
available towards the end of the decade, which also
witnessed important improvements in port facilities
designed to accommodate the new types of vessels.
Freights descended to rock-borrom levels, and older
ships frequently had to operate at a loss. But importers
of energy reaped the benefit of the lower cost of trans¬
portation. As a result of this and the previously men¬
tioned factors, oil and coal from abroad could penetrate
further into the markets of Western Europe and could
even compete with indigenously produced forms of
energy in the vicinity of their sources of production.

Nuclear energy

There was a time when interested circles promised
a very rapid development for peaceful purposes of this
new source of energy, but many of these promises did
not materialise and the prospective consumers became
sceptical as regards the extent to which nuclear energy
could take over from traditional sources, and the time

that must elapse before this would be possible. More
realistic forecasts of possible applications and fore¬
seeable costs have been drawn up since then, and

scepticism has given way to confidence, even if dates
have been postponed.

THE MEETING OF THE TRENDS

Around 1957 the preoccupation with ways and means
by which Europe could in future cover its rapidly increas¬
ing energy requirements gave way to the feeling that
prospects were less gloomy than they had appeared
to be in earlier years. Better and more searching
studies of the role of energy in the European economy
were carried out, and they were able to take due account
of the factors mentioned above. Strangely enough,
this new state of mind made itself apparent just after
the Suez crisis, which had so cruelly reminded Europe
of the possible dangers resulting from its increasing
dependence on energy imports. Was it that the suc¬
cessful co-operation between Governments of the
Western world (and between them and the international

oil-companies) had shown itself capable of warding
off the economic disaster which the crisis might have
brought to many countries Psychological reasons
must also have been important in bringing about this
new attitude. But most important of all were the very
real factors sketched above. Will they persist?

THE FUTURE

Extremely useful forecasting work was carried out
by O.E.C.D.'s predecessor, the O.E.E.C, which spon¬
sored two reports by independent high-level experts
on the future of Europe's energy. The first, published
in 1956, became known as the Hartley report (Europe's
Growing Needs for Energy How Can They be Met?),
which duly reflected the psychology of shortage. The
second, known as the Robinson report (Towards a New
Energy Pattern in Europe), was published in 1960 and
constituted the first official recognition of the trend
toward greater optimism. Both reports limited their
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forecasts to the period ending in 1975. Apart from
major economic or political upheavals, it may now be
taken for granted that the present state of surplus will
stay with us until that year. But it is essential that we
make the effort necessary to foresee how matters may
develop after that. Worldwide energy requirements
increase at a rapid pace, and presently known resources
will be submitted to not inconsiderable strains in order

to keep pace with demand. The development of new
energy-producing capacity requires, in the majority of
cases, many years and enormous investments which
can only be recuperated over long periods. The margin
between a state of shortage and a state of surplus is
sometimes surprisingly narrow, and largely dependent
upon psychological factors. The Western world must
of necessity keep its position under constant survey.

CONSUMPTION OF PRIMARY ENERGY IN THE EUROPEAN MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE OECD
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